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Dance
Happening Now?
K: Kindness and Friendship
1: Kindness and Feelings
2: Mountain Dance
3: Create your Own
4: Math Dance
5: Folk Dance Fun

Art

Coming Soon?
K: Barn Dance
1: Ocean Animal Dance
2: Fun Yoga Dance
3: Folk Dance Fun
4: Dance a Story
5: Folk Dance Fun

Happening Now? K: Henri Matisse Collages Drawing with Scissors
1: Dream House Collage
2: Picasso Portraits - Oil Pastels
3: Mosaic Art
4: Sea Monster Legends and
Illustrations
5: Clay Face Mugs

Coming Soon?
K: Texture Dinosaurs and Paper
Weaving
1. Louise Nevelson Recycled
Sculptures
2: Clay Pinch Pot Monsters
3: Coral Reef Clay Unit and Optical
Illusions Unit
4: NC Landscape Printmaking
5: Plant Still Life Drawings

**Please donate CDs to the Art
room for weaving projects if you
have them.

Library News

Happening Now?
Our readers are utilizing strategies that will enable them to select books which will enhance independent reading practice. Students
are exploring a variety of genres as they identify selections that meet their needs. Nonfiction will be highlighted in order to identify
how authors use text features to help readers understand information. Student reading and research in the biography collection is
continuing as students prepare to present what they have learned.
Our school wide Read Across America celebration has generated much reading enthusiasm as we honor one of our favorite authors, Dr.
Seuss.
Fun Fact: Writing as Dr. Seuss, he wrote 44 children’s books. These books have been translated into more than 15 languages and have
sold over 200 million copies around the world!
Coming Soon?  Make it @ your library...a fun way to create.
March into reading by checking out the Reading Is Fundamental site @http://www.rif.org/. A great resource for families. You’ll be
able to enjoy marvelous reading and writing activities when you use the March calendar of activities. Check it out @
http://www.rif.org/media/Mar17_calendar-k-5.pdf

Mark your Calendar
March 2nd - All County Chorus - A select group of 4th and 5th grade students will be attending ACC on Thursday, March 2nd. The
performance at Grover C. Fields Middle School starts at 6:30pm, and will be open to friends and family to enjoy.
March 9th - PE field trip - 5th grade field trip to Emerald Golf Course with Mr. Pepper.
April 6 - Open House for the Arts and PE Night - Stay tuned for details about this whole school evening for the Arts.

Music

P.E.

Happening Now?

Happening Now?

K: Recognizing how music changes through dynamics and tempo.
1: Using accurate pitch to imitate three-pitch melodic patterns..
2: Interpreting rhythm patterns using standard notation for half and
quarter notes, half and quarter rests, and beamed eighth notes.
3: Interpreting rhythm patterns, including notes and rests in 3/4
and 4/4 time signatures.
4: Illustrating perceptual skills by moving to, answering questions
about, and describing aural examples of music of various styles
and cultures.
5: Explaining personal preference for specific musical works and
styles, using appropriate music terminology.

K-2:
Dribbling, Volleying, and Striking
- Bouncing and catching
- Dribbling
- Volleying balloons with hands
- Volleying balloons with paddles
3-5:
Hockey
- Stick handling
- Dribbling, passing, and shooting
- Modified hockey game

Coming Soon?
Coming Soon?
K: Exemplifying proper technique when singing and playing a
variety of music.
1: Using corresponding movements or actions to respond to
prominent music characteristics while listening to and/or singing
music.
2: Applying problem solving strategies to improve musical
technique when singing and playing instruments.
3: Execute the performance of major scale tones using the voice.
4: Interpreting through voice and/or instruments simple pitch
notation in the treble clef in major keys.
5: Using music terminology in explaining music, including
notation, instruments, voices and concepts from other areas.

Fun Fact:
There are few activities in life that utilizes the entire brain, and
music is one of them!

***ALL COUNTY CHORUS***
A select group of 4th and 5th grade students will be attending
ACC on Thursday, March 2nd. The performance at Grover C.
Fields Middle School starts at 6:30pm, and will be open to friends
and family to enjoy. This will be an all-day event for students,
with rehearsals leading up to the concert that night. What a
wonderful opportunity for you to come out and support the ORE
students, and see how wonderful they sound!

K-2:
Kicking and Trapping
- Dribbling in general space and around obstacles
- Passing and trapping
- Kicking for accuracy
3-5:
Soccer
- Ball control, dribbling, and passing drills
- Shooting drills
- Kicking for accuracy
- Soccer game rules/Soccer game
Friday Integration
K-2:
-Games (Movement skills, strategies, and cooperation)
Catch and Chase: Partners will toss the ball until the music stops.
Then the person with the ball chases their partner.
-Integration- Spark ABC’s (aerobic fitness increases
recall/reasoning skills)
Active Story Time: Students retell a familiar story to partners,
who actively listen (do jumping jacks) until it is their turn to be a
storyteller.
3-5:
-Walk/Jog/Run (making it fun)
Agility Run: Pairs alternate sprinting back and forth across area,
with the focus on changing directions quickly.
-Integration- Spark ABC’s (Language Arts/Literacy)
Reading Comprehension Grab Bag: Students read fun facts,
then complete tasks based on comprehension of what they read.
Fun Facts
Your tongue is the only muscle in your body that is attached at
only one end!

Ways to Support the Arts this Month
1.

2.

Volunteer to assist in our classrooms at http://www.craven.k12.nc.u
Collect and donate -- (PE) Box Tops, Lysol Wipes (Art) Old CD discs (Dance) Clipboards (Class Set), Kleenex, Lysol Wipes, Kleenex
(Music) Lysol Wipes, Kleenex, Hand Sanitizer (Library) Lysol Wipes, Hand Sanitizer, Kleenex, and Legos

3.

Choose a classroom to support using https://www.donorschoose.org and search “Oaks Road Elementary” for active classroom
projects in our school.

